Abstract. With the use of exponential martingales and the Girsanov theorem we show how to calculate bond prices in a large variety of square root processes. We clarify and correct several errors that abound in financial literature concerning these processes. The most important topics are linear risk premia, the Longstaff double square model, and calculations concerning correlated CIR processes.
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The Longstaff problem is similar to pricing default bonds in Merton's structural approach with CIR as a short rate.
We assume that asset prices follow a geometric Brownian motion and both models are driven by the same Brownian motion. The case of independent asset prices and IR was "solved" (in terms of the corresponding Laplace transform) by Wang (1999) .
However in the intensity based approach with intensity correlated with IR in many cases we can obtain explicit results.
In section 4 we will comment how to model negative correlations (observed in some financial markets) in the CIR setting. We cannot agree with the statement by Dai & Singleton (2000) that square-root diffusions are theoretically incapable of generating negative correlations.
An easy use of exponential martingales to price bonds in extended CIR was introduced in Szatzschneider (2002) and part of the study was reproduced in Musiela and Rutkowski (2004) .
1. Linear risk premia. We stress that everything we can say about interest rates is deduced from prices of bonds or other interest rate derivatives, and these are priced in so called Risk Neutral World (RNW). In other words, dealing only with interest rates the RW (Real World) cannot be observed. Therefore in this case the concept of risk premium is dim.
If one wants to consider the RW for interest rates, this RW must be taken from assets.
We proceed with the construction of the RW for IR (interest rates) such that in the RNW the IR follow the CIR model. For the CIR model in RW, linear risk premia are inadmissible; cf. Cox et al. (1985) , Rogers (1995) .
We will clarify what can be done and what cannot in a one dimensional financial market driven by Brownian motion, and asset prices that in the RW (under the law P ) follow a geometric Brownian motion:
Set (discounted prices) Z t = S t /β t , where
and r(s) is the spot IR in the RW. Now,
The RNW is defined as the probability law Q (Q ∼ P ), t ≤ T such that under Q dZ(t) = σZ(t)dW * (t), W * being another Brownian motion. It can be shown that if r(t) is CIR (in real world) then such a Q does not exist. An easy argument is based on explosion until T = 1 of the process defined by
But what we really want is CIR in the RNW. We prove the following:
then for any T > 0, there exists Q ∼ P , for the process considered until time T such that under Q the interest rates follow
Proof. Set σ = 1 = σ. Because, by elementary calculations, the law Q = Q β is equivalent to the law Q 0 of the corresponding BESQ δ process (β = 0), and similarly P = P β ∼ P 0 , it is sufficient to prove the equivalence of P 0 and Q 0 . To stress that β = 0, we change r to X.
Applying Itô-Tanaka to f (x) = x 3 2 and occupation time formulas together with the fact that for BESQ δ , the local time L a t is 0 for a ≤ 0 and δ > 0, we have that under Q 0 the exponential local martingale
is bounded by a constant k(T ). Now it is easy to see that
is a true martingale. Moreover η t > 0, P 0 almost everywhere. We conclude that Q 0 ∼ P 0 , and Q ∼ P on F T . A similar proof works if in the RW dS(t) = S(t){[(λ + 1)r(t) + µ]dt + σdW (t)} for any λ < 0.
Namely, there exists the corresponding model in RW such that in the RNW the IR follow the CIR model. We have just proved that in some cases the linear risk premia for the CIR model are admissible, of course in our formulation of the problem. dr(t) = 2 r(t) dW (t) + (1 − κ r(t) − 2λr(t))dt, κ, λ > 0.
In this study, for the sake of simplicity, we set σ = 1 in the original model r(t) = σr(t). Clearly:
, where
In 1992 Beaglehole & Tenney showed that Longstaff's wrong formula for bond prices in his model gives the correct bond prices in the case of: r 1 (t) = y 2 1 (t) and dy 1 (t) = dW (t) − λy 1 (t) + κ 2 dt.
Longstaff in his study uses the Feynman-Kac approach and obtains the formula for bond prices of the form:
for some functions m, n, p, and x = r t . However to apply the Feynman-Kac representation, P (t, T ) should be of class C 2 with respect to x, Karatzas & Shreve (1991) theorem 7.6. Some relaxation of this assumption is imaginable, but there is no possibility to make adjustments that could work for P (t, T ). The problem is of course at zero.
Theorem 2. Longstaff 's bond prices are correct if we replace r(s) by r 1 (s).
Note. As we mentioned, this theorem has already been proved by Beaglehole & Tenney. Our proof is an easy application of exponential martingales.
Proof. We have to calculate
Let f (s) and g(s) be differentiable functions; then, clearly, for any t
The notation E x means that the process starts at x. In the sequel we shall use the notation ∝ for equality up to a deterministic factor. This factor is easy to calculate but we will not reproduce it here. Also for simplicity we choose x = 0 in (3). The general case is analogous. By the Girsanov theorem:
Therefore the problem of bond pricing in the Beaglehole & Tenney model is reduced to entirely elementary calculations giving Longstaff's result which we do not reproduce here, cf. Longstaff's article.
This matching procedure does not work in the original Longstaff model, i.e. for calculations of
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An application of the Girsanov theorem leads to
In Szatzschneider (2004) we have shown how to calculate P (0, T ) where T is an exponential random variable independent of the process. The main techniques were the Ray-Knight theorem or excursions, in the case r(0) = 0. If one wants to solve the problem reducing first the process to zero, one should know the density of the hitting time of y for the Ornstein-Uhlenbeck process starting at x. This problem does not have an explicit solution, cf. Göing, Yor (2003a Yor ( ), (2003b .
3. CIR and intensity based approach. Our goal is to calculate
for r(s) and λ(s) dependent CIR processes, cf. Rutkowski, Bielecki (2001) p. 231 for details.
Assume that one can observe correlations between r(s) (default free rate) and λ(s) (the intensity of default, defined as f (s)/(1 − F (s)) where
We will use very special dependence structure between r(s) and λ(s) that can generate the correlation one, and this structure will produce explicit formulas.
In this case, using standard valuation of bonds in CIR setting (cf. Musiela & Rutkowski 2004 ) the default bond prices are explicit.
Proof. For simplicity, set n = 1. Our modelling is as follows. Set r(t) = r 1 (t) ⊕ r 2 (t), λ(t) = λ 1 (t) ⊕ λ 2 (t), with independent r 1 and r 2 , λ 1 and λ 2 . Also r 1 is independent of λ 1 . Now set λ 2 (t) = r 2 (t) for some > 0. Then dr 2 (t) = 2σ r 2 (t)dW 1 (t) + κ(θ 2 − r 2 (t))dt, consequently dλ 2 (t) = 2σ √ λ 2 (t)dW 1 (t) + κ(θ 2 − λ 2 (t))dt.
With the use of the Pythagoras theorem define:
λ(t) = 2σ √ λ(t)dW 2 (t) + κ(θ − λ(t))dt, r(t) = 2σ r(t)dW 3 (t) + κ( θ − r(t))dt, with the restriction that: θ > θ 2 , θ > θ 2
In our setting Cov(λ(t), r(t)) = V ar(r 2 (t)).
